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 E.g.: To find ' for the series whose nth term is 5n3 - 3n2-+4n- 2.
 5n3 - 3n2 + 4n - 2 ?3 r2 n
 = 5(n + 1)( + 2), -18n(n+1), +12n, -2, 5 15 10
 where the coefficients 5, - 18, 12 are foul,d as on -18 - 1
 the right of vertical line.
 5 -3 4
 5 18 12n (n +1) .. * = ln(n+ 1)(n+2)(n +3)- 1L(L+ l)(?+2)+ + - 2n
 =n {5( + 1)(n +2)(n+3)-24(n+ 1)(n+2)+24(n+1) - 8
 4
 ={ 5n3+6n2+7n-2 }.
 324. [K. 11. c.] To prove that if a pentagon and decagon be inscribed in a
 circle, the difference between the squares on their sides is the square on the radius
 of the circle.
 Let AP and AD be sides of pentagon and decagon, D and P being on
 opposite sides of A. Let PD cut the radius OA at K.
 BX / A B 0 K A
 The angle ADP=36?; DAO=72?; .. DKA =72*.
 Hence A DK and KPO are isosceles triangles.
 The projections Y, X of D, P on OA are the middle points of the bases of
 these triangles. Therefore 2XY=OA. Hence XA. BA - YA . BA = OA2,
 where BA is the diameter of the circle.
 Finally PA2 - DA2= OA2. Q.E.D.
 The fact that KP is equal to the radius of the circle may be used in
 finding 1' directly the point K which divides OA in mean section has been
 determined. F. J. W. WHIPPLE.
 325. [A. 1.] L ote on " Variations."
 In elementary text-books on Algebra the following theorem is discussed:
 "If a varies as b when c is constant, and if a varies us c when b is constant,
 then a varies as bc when b and c both vary." The proof conmmonly given of
 this theorem depends on the tacit assumptions that the value of a corre-
 sponding to any given values of b and c is unique, and that it is the same
 hlowever b and c vary before taking up those given values; i.e. it is the
 same whether first b varies and then c, or whether first c varies and then b;
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 MATHEMATICAL NOTES.
 or whether b and c vary simultaneously. No evidence is brought forward
 in support of these convenient assumptions, which of course amount to the
 assertion that a is a single-valued function of b and c for the range of values
 considered. As it is not immediately obvious that this is the case, and as it
 is easy to prove it, it seems unnecessary to take so much for granted.
 Before a satisfactory proof can be obtained, it is essential to settle exactly
 what is meant by the statement, " a varies as b." For example, if a2=4b2,
 does a vary as b? It will greatly simplify matters if this question is
 answered in the negative. To the definition of variation as commonly given
 should then be added the explicit statement that "to each value of a
 corresponds one and only one value of b, and conversely.' This being
 understood, the proof may be proceeded with; it is as follows: "If c have
 any definite fixed value cl, a varies as b, i.e. there exists a definite constant,
 k] say, such that a=k1b. Hence, to every definite set of values bl, c, of
 b and c, there corresponds one definite value a, of a." One might almost be
 excused for regarding this as a triviality, but some such introduction to the
 current proof seems necessary to clear it from the imputation of looseness.
 Batley Grammar School. W. D. EVANS.
 326. [x. 4. b. /.] Graphical solution of a biquadratic.
 For some years I have given in lecture the following solution; it is much
 too easy and simple to be original, but it may be new to some of your
 readers.
 Let the biquadratic be
 x4+4ax +6bx2+4cx + d= O. ...........................(1)
 The parabola y=x2 + 2ax+p, .................................(2)
 and the circle X2+y2 +2qx +r=O ........... ......................(3)
 meet in the points whose abscissae are given by
 4 + 4ax3+(4a2+2p+ l)x2+(4ap+ 2q)x +p2+r=O.
 This coincides with (1) if 2p=6b-4a2-1,
 q = 2c - 2ap,
 and r=d-p2.
 Hence p, q, r are easily obtained.
 The parabola (2) is the standard parabola y=x2, with its vertex at the
 point (-a, p-a2). This standard parabola should be kept in a permanent
 form made of wood or some such material. The circle (3) is easily drawn.
 The abscissae of their points of intersection on being measured give the
 roots of (1). ANON.
 327. [M4. a.] The cycloid.
 (1) The curve generated by the rolling motion of a cycloid along a straight
 line may be easily obtained in the case of the vertex of the cycloid.
 Consider any position of the cycloid where B is the vertex. Let 0 be the
 position of the vertex initially and ML the diameter of the generating circle
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